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INTRODUCTION CB19001EPS

Thank you for purchasing  the CB19001EPS Jump starter
 & Tire Inflator. The CB19001EPS is a user-friendly & versatile
product designed to instantly jumpstart vehicles, provide 
portable inflation, and 12V DC power. The CB19001EPS also 
brings light to any situation with an integrated work light.

The CB19001EPS is an ideal companion to accompany all your 
jump starting, inflation and portable power needs.

The CB19001EPS can be used to jumpstart any standard size vehicle 
or boat with a single 12V starting battery. If you have any questions 
regarding how to jump start your vehicle,consult the vehicle owners
manual or the vehicle manufacturer before using the CB19001EPS 
jump start function.



MAIN FEATURES

-Exclusive high power 18 amp hour battery starts 
  vehicles instantly

-160 PSI high volume tire Inflator inflates tires and 
  sporting goods quickly

-2.1 Amp USB port charges electronics such as cell 
phones, laptops and other electronic devices quickly 

-Powerful 3 LED emergency light

-29.5 Inch (75 cm) industrial cables and 400 amp 
clamps allow efficient power transfer to low battery

-240V AC charging adapter included for easy 
and efficient charging



SPECIFICATION

Volts                                                                              12

Charger Rating                                                        650mA

Polarity Reversal Protection                             LED Warning

Battery Type                                                            18A

Cables                                                                         29.5 in

Clamps                                                                       400 Amp

USB                                                                               2.1 Amp

Dimensions                                            15 in. W x 10.8 in. Hx9 IN. D

Weight                                                                          7.9KGS/17.4 lbs.









CBB CB19001EPS jump
starter is designed with 
LED flash light to deal with 
different situation:

Home lighting Emergency lighting

Walking lighting Rescue lighting

LED lighting to help you never lose in the wildness, get SOS help and deliver a warning as a reminder.

LED Lighting

Led Lighting



Jumper Cable



Intelligent jumper cable is built in advanced protection function as following:

Short-circuit Protection
Prevent short-circuit occurring

while two clamps are connected

Over-charge  Protection
Effectively prevent over-charge of
        the battery in the jump starter

Over-discharge  Protection
Effectively prevent over-discharge 
    of the battery in the jump starter

Over-current  Protection
Protect when the discharge current 

is too big

Over-temperature Protection
Automatically stop working when
the temperature is getting too high

Reverse Polarity Protection
No damage happened while the clamps 
are connected in wrong terminals

Reverse charge Protection
No reverse charging back to battery
unit after the vehicle started

Over-voltage  Protection
Prevent there is big voltage 
difference between each cell

Jumper Cable



Product Accessories



Jump Starter & Tire Inflator

www.cbb-battery.com
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